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Baby Showers
1. Adjective
2. Verb Ending In Ing
3. Adjective
4. Animal
5. Animal
6. Animal
7. Store Name
8. Plural Noun
9. Part Of Body
10. Verb
11. Noun
12. Plural Noun
13. Plural Noun
14. Food (Plural)

Baby Showers
While there are no set guidelines for what constitutes a baby shower, there are some traditional activities that are
common at baby showers. Traditionally, the shower is given for the
opposed to the parent hosting it. Because the party centers on
generally arranged by a
or

Animal

Adjective

Animal

parent by someone else as

Adjective

the baby shower is

Verb ending in ing

. Having a baby shower arranged by a

Animal

is seen as bad form and self serving by many traditionalists. There is no set rule for when or

where showers are to be held and the party can thus be held at a home or at

Store name

. It is common for

the host to provide baby-themed games during the shower. In some regions, it is common to give party favors, or
Plural noun

to the guests. Baby showers are becoming open to new ideas and changes in etiquette. For

instance, once it was unacceptable in America for guests to rub the expectant mothers
Beginning in the 1970s, however, if permitted by the mother and if asked politely,
now a shower event.

Some classic activities at baby showers include:

-

Part of body

part of body

.
rubbing is

Guess the birth date or

Verb

the

Noun

.

- Guess the expectant mother's girth. Guests cut pieces of ribbon, yarn, or

to a length they

Plural noun

believe matches the mother-to-bes tummy circumference.

- Guess the

animal

food flavor. Guests have to taste-test several flavors of

animal

food and try to

identify them.

- Other games include a diaper throw game, and the diapers contain candies or

- Baby Shower Mad Libs!

Plural noun

.

- Opening the gifts in front of the guests.

- Serving

Food (plural)

though any type of food might be served.

.
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